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LEVEL OF LECTURES

• Students at this School come from various backgrounds

– Phenomenology

– Analysis of physics data from experiments (or Monte Carlo studies)

– Preparing for future experiments

– Some working on Trigger and DAQ systems

• I have tried to strike a balance between making the lectures

accessible to all, and going into details for those already more

familiar with T/DAQ systems

– Will go quite fast today, covering the basics

• Refer to notes from my lectures at a previous school, and I am happy to

answer questions in the Discussion Session or privately
– http://documents.cern.ch/cgi-bin/setlink?base=cernrep&categ=Yellow_Report&id=2006-015

– More on topical (LHC-specific) aspects tomorrow
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INTRODUCTION

• I will concentrate on experiments at high-energy particle

colliders, especially the general-purpose experiments at LHC

– Very challenging case

• Illustrates well the problems that have to be addressed in state-of-the-art

HEP Trigger/DAQ systems

– Where I am working myself (ATLAS experiment at LHC)

• I will include in the second lecture some material from the experience of

commissioning triggers in single-beam running last September

• However, I will start with a more general discussion, building

up to some examples from the e+e-  collider LEP

– LEP has complementary challenges to LHC and is a good starting point

to see how HEP T/DAQ systems have evolved in the last few years as we

moved towards LHC
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DEFINITION AND SCOPE OF

TRIGGER/DAQ

• What is T/DAQ? Basically:

– System that selects particle interactions that are potentially of interest for

physics analysis (trigger), and which takes care of collecting the

corresponding data from the detector system, putting them into a suitable

format and recording them to permanent storage (DAQ)

• Many other aspects

– Associated systems, e.g. run control, data monitoring, clock distribution,

book-keeping, etc

• all of which are essential for efficient collection of the data and for their

subsequent offline analysis
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Basic Trigger requirements

• Need high efficiency for selecting processes for physics analysis

– Efficiency should be precisely known (preferably measured)

– Selection should not have biases that affect physics results

• Need large reduction of rate from unwanted high-rate

processes (capabilities of DAQ and also offline!)

– Instrumental background

– High-rate physics processes that are not relevant for analysis

• System must be affordable

– e.g algorithms executed at high rate must be fast

• Not easy to achieve above simultaneously!
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Trigger menus

• Typically, trigger systems select events according to a “trigger

menu”, i.e. a list of selection criteria

– An event is selected by the trigger if one or more of the criteria are met

– Different criteria may correspond to different signatures for the same

physics process

• Redundant selections lead to high selection efficiency and allow the

efficiency of the trigger to be measured from the data

– Different criteria may reflect the wish to concurrently select events for a

wide range of physics studies

• HEP “experiments” — especially those with large general-purpose

“detectors” (detector systems) — are really experimental facilities

– The menu has to cover the physics channels to be studied, plus additional

event samples required to complete the analysis:

• Measure backgrounds, check the detector calibration and alignment, etc.
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Basic DAQ requirements

• Collection of data from detector digitisation systems

• Buffering of data pending final trigger decision

• Recording of data for selected events in suitable format

– Event size depends on use of data compression, etc.

• Providing numerous Online services (e.g. Run Control system)

• Keeping record of conditions (book-keeping)

• Avoiding data corruption or data loss

– And being robust against imperfection in the detector and associated

electronic systems

• Minimising dead-time (see later)

• System must be affordable
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DESIGN OF A T/DAQ SYSTEM

• In the following I will use a very simple example to illustrate

issues for designing a T/DAQ system

– Here, I will try to omit all the detail and concentrate on the essentials

• Will look at examples from real experiments later

• Before going on, I introduce the concept of dead-time which

will be an important element in what follows

• What does dead-time mean?

– Dead-time is generally defined as the fraction or percentage of total time

where valid interactions could not be recorded for various reasons

• e.g. typically there is a minimum period between triggers — after each

trigger the experiment is dead for a short time
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Sources of dead time

• Dead-time can arise from a number of sources, with a typical

total of up to O(10%)

– Readout and trigger dead-time (see next slides)

– Operational dead-time (e.g. time to start/stop runs)

– T/DAQ down-time (e.g. following computer failure)

– Detector down-time (e.g. following high-voltage trip)

• Given the investment in the accelerators and the detectors for a

modern HEP experiment, it is clearly very important to keep

dead-time to a minimum!
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Let’s see what can be learned from a

very simple example

• Consider Time-of-Flight (ToF) measurement using a

scintillation-counter telescope read out with Time-to-Digital

Converters (TDCs)

– Figure on next slide omits details (discriminators, dead-time logic)

• Start with “traditional” approach (as one might implement using

e.g. off-the-shelf electronic modules + a DAQ computer)

– This case is still common, e.g. in small test set-ups

• Discuss limitations of this model

– Then see how we can improve on it

• Of course, a big HEP experiment has an enormous number of

sensor channels (up to O(108) at LHC), c.f. 3 in the example!

– However, the principles are the same as we will see later
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Simple example

Beam

Scintillation

counters

& Trigger

TDC

B
A

delay

delay

Trigger has to get to TDC

before signals A, B, C

Measure ToF

Initiate readout

Start TDC

C
delay

Delay may be cable
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Limitations

• Need very fast trigger decision

– The TDCs require a “start” signal that arrives before the signals that we

wish to digitise — a TDC is like a multi-channel stop watch

– The situation is similar with traditional Analogue-to-Digital Converters

(ADCs) that require a “gate” during which the signal to be digitised must

arrive

• Readout from TDCs to the computer is quite slow — implies

significant dead time if the trigger rate is high

– This becomes much more important in larger systems where many

channels have to be read out for each event

• e.g. 1000 channels @ 1 µs each = 1 ms per event

– Excludes event rates above 1 kHz
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Traditional readout

(Digitizer)

Register
1. Trigger

2. Signals

3. Read out

“Start TDC”

“Gate ADC”

Readout dead-time:

trigger rate ! readout time
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Fast local readout

Beam

Scintillation

counters

& Trigger

TDC

B
A

delay

delay

Trigger has to get to TDC

before signals A, B, C

Measure ToF

Initiate readout

Start TDC

C
delay

Delay may be cable
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Local memory buffer

(Digitizer)

Register
1. Trigger

2. Signals

3. Fast read out

“Start TDC”

“Gate ADC” 4. Final (slower) read out

Buffer

Readout dead-time:

trigger rate ! local readout time

Trigger

active again
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Comments

• Addition of a local buffer with fast readout reduces dead-time

– In a large system, transfer of data from digitizers to local buffers can

proceed in parallel, e.g. one buffer per crate

• Local readout can remain fast in a large system

• Issue of fast trigger still remains

– Signals have to be delayed until trigger decision is available at digitizers

• Even with very simple trigger logic, this is not easy to achieve — need to

rely on using:

– Fast (air-core) cables for trigger signals with shortest possible routing

» Not always convenient (e.g. UA1 experience)

– Restricted to very simple logic to form trigger decision

• Cannot apply complex selection criteria on this time-scale
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Multi-level triggers

• It is often not possible to simultaneously meet the physics

requirements (high efficiency, high background rejection) and

an extremely short trigger “latency” (i.e. time to form trigger

decision and distribute it to digitisers)

– Need to introduce the concept of multi-level triggers, where the first level

has a short latency, maintains high efficiency, but only has a modest

rejection power

• Further background rejection comes from the higher trigger levels which can

be slower

– Sometimes the very fast first stage of the trigger is called the “pre-

trigger” — it may be sufficient to signal the presence of minimal activity

in the detectors at this stage
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Pre-trigger and fast clear

(Digitizer)

Register
1. Pre-trigger

2. Signals

4. Read out

“Start TDC”

“Gate ADC” 3. Trigger (or fast clear)

Readout dead-time:

trigger rate ! readout time

PLUS trigger dead-time:

pre-trigger rate ! trigger latency

Trigger can now come later

(allows more refined selection – lower rate) 19



Combine pre-trigger & local buffer

(Digitizer)

Register
1. Pre-trigger

2. Signals

4. Fast read out

“Start TDC”

“Gate ADC” 5. Final read out

Buffer

Readout dead-time:

trigger rate ! local readout time

PLUS trigger dead-time:

pre-trigger rate ! trigger latency

3. Trigger (or fast clear)
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Summary

• Introduction of pre-trigger, allows complex trigger algorithms to

be implemented

– Pre-trigger decision (very fast & very simple criteria) still has to arrive

before signals to be digitised

– Main trigger decision can come later

• More refined selection; lower rate " less readout dead-time

• However, latency (i.e. decision-making time) of main trigger

introduces trigger dead-time

– trigger dead-time = pre-trigger rate ! trigger latency

• Introduction of local buffers with fast readout further reduces

the readout dead-time

– readout dead-time = trigger rate ! local readout time
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Further improvements (1)

• Idea of multi-level triggers can be extended beyond having two

levels (pre-trigger and main trigger)

– Can have a series of trigger levels that progressively reduce the rate

• The efficiency for the desired physics must be kept high at all levels

– Rejected events are lost forever

• The initial levels can have modest rejection power, but they must be fast

since they see high rate

– Selected events can still be rejected later

• The final levels must have strong rejection power, but they can be slower

because they see much lower rate (thanks to the rejection from earlier levels)

• Total dead-time is now the sum of

– trigger dead-time summed over trigger levels:

•  # levels(trigger rate out of previous level ! trigger latency for this level)

– Readout dead-time:

• final trigger rate ! local readout time
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Further improvements (2)

• There are some implicit assumptions in the above:

– All trigger levels are completed before readout starts

• This results in a very long dead period for some events

(those that make it past the first, fast trigger levels)

• This long dead-time can be avoided by reading out to intermediate storage all

events passing the initial stages of trigger selection

– after that, further triggers can be accepted (in parallel with the execution

of the later stages of trigger selection on the first event)

– Need for a pre-trigger — i.e. initial level of triggering — that is available

by the time the signals from the detector arrive at the digitizers

• This too can be avoided, e.g. in collider experiments with bunched beams as

we will see shortly
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COLLIDER EXPERIMENTS

(some background information)

• In high-energy particle colliders (Tevatron, HERA, LEP, LHC),

the particles in the counter-rotating beams are bunched

– Bunches cross at regular intervals

• Interactions only occur during the bunch-crossings

– The trigger has the job of selecting the bunch-crossings of interest for

physics analysis, i.e. those containing interactions of interest

• I will use the term “event” to refer to the record of all the

products of a given bunch-crossing (plus any activity from other

bunch-crossings that gets recorded along with this)

– Be aware (beware!): the term “event” is not uniquely defined!

• Some people use the term “event” for the products of a single interaction

between the incident particles

– People sometimes unwittingly use “event” interchangeably to mean

different things!
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LHC in tunnel formerly used by LEP

CERN

Airport

Circumference

of ring ~ 27 km
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LEP and LHC
• LEP

– Electron-positron collider

• Energy per beam up to ~100 GeV

• Luminosity 1032 cm-2s-1

• Bunch-crossing period 22 µs

• LHC (design parameters)

– Proton-proton collider

• Energy per beam 7 TeV

• Luminosity 1034 cm-2s-1

• Bunch-crossing period 25 ns
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LHC Dectectors
(see lectures of Jordan Nash next week)
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“Pile-up”

• In e+e- colliders, the interaction rate is very small compared to

the bunch-crossing rate (because of the low e+e- cross-section)

– Generally, selected events contain just one interaction

• i.e. event is generally a single interaction

• This was the case at LEP (and also at the e-p collider HERA)

• In contrast, at the LHC with its design parameters, each bunch-

crossing will on average contain about 25 interactions

– Interaction of interest, e.g. the one that produced H $ ZZ $ e+e- e+e-,

will be recorded together with ~25 other proton–proton interactions

• The interactions that contribute to the “underlying event” are often called

“minimum-bias” interactions, i.e. the ones that would be selected by a trigger

than selects interactions in an unbiased way
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“Exposure time”
• A further complication is that particle detectors do not have an

infinitely fast response time

– This is analogous to the exposure time of a camera

– If the “exposure time” is shorter than the bunch-crossing period, the

event will contain only information from the selected bunch crossing

• Otherwise, the event will contain activity (if any) from neighbouring

bunches in addition

– In e+e- colliders, e.g. LEP, such activity was very unlikely — this

allowed the use of slow detectors such as the Time-Projection Chamber

» The same is true in ALICE due to the low luminosity for heavy-ion

running at LHC

– At LHC, despite a short  (25 ns) bunch-crossing period (i.e. 40 MHz

rate), there will be activity in essentially all bunch crossings (BCs)

• Some detectors, e.g. ATLAS silicon tracker, achieve an exposure time of less

than 25 ns, but many do not

– For example, signals from the ATLAS liquid-argon calorimeter extend

over many BCs (so need to read out several BC, “readout frame”)
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Using the bunch-crossing signal as a

“pre-trigger”

• If the time between bunch crossings is reasonably long, one can

use the clock that signals when bunches cross as the pre-trigger

– The first-level trigger can then use the time between bunch-crossings to

make a decision

• For most crossings, the trigger will reject the event by issuing a fast clear

– In such cases, no dead-time is introduced

• Following an accept signal, dead-time will be introduced until the data have

been read out (or until the event has been rejected by a higher-level trigger)

• This model was used at LEP

– Bunch crossing interval 22 µs (11 µs in 8-bunch mode) allowed

comparatively complicated trigger processing (latency ~few µs)
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BC clock and fast clear

(Digitizer)

Register
1. BC clock

2. Signals

4. Fast readout

“Start TDC”

“Gate ADC” 5. Final readout

Buffer

3. Trigger (or fast clear)

Readout dead-time:

trigger rate ! local readout time

No trigger dead-time!

Note trigger rate << BC rate
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LEP model (e.g. ALEPH)

(Digitizer)

Register
1. BC clock

(every 22 µs)

2. Signals
(TPC signals up to 45 µs)

5. Fast readout

(~few ms)

“Start TDC”

“Gate ADC”

ROC

9. Recording

3. LVL1

(< 5 µs)

Readout dead-time:

LVL2 rate ! local readout time

PLUS trigger dead-time:

LVL1 rate ! LVL2 latency

4. LVL2

(50 µs)

Global

buffer

6

LVL3

7

8

!n

# lost BCs ! BC period
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LEP numbers (e.g. DELPHI)

Illustrative numbers for LEP-II:

LVL1 rate ~ 500 – 1000 Hz (instrumental)

LVL2 rate = 6 – 8 Hz

LVL3 rate = 4 – 6 Hz

LVL2 latency = 38 µs (22 µs effective)

Local readout time ~ 2.5 ms Readout dead-time:

7 Hz ! 2.5!10-3 s = 1.8%

PLUS trigger dead-time:

750 Hz ! 38!10-6 s = 2.9%

750 Hz ! 22!10-6 s = 1.7%

Readout dead-time:

LVL2 rate ! local readout time

PLUS trigger dead-time:

LVL1 rate ! LVL2 latency

# lost BCs ! BC period

Only lose 1 BC

(BC period = 22 µs)!
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DAQ at LEP (e.g. ALEPH)

• Event building was bus-based

– Each ROC collected data over a bus from the digitizing electronics

– Each sub-detector Event Builder (EB) collected data from several ROCs

over a bus

– The main EB collected data from the sub-detector EBs over a bus

• The main EB and the main readout computer saw the full data

rate prior to the final LVL3 selection

– At LEP this was fine

• Event rate after LVL2 ~few Hz

• Event size ~100 kByte

• Data rate ~ few hundred kByte/s

– c.f. ~ 40 MByte/s maximum on the bus (for VME)
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TOWARDS LHC

• In some experiments, it is not practical

to make a trigger decision in the time

between bunch crossings because of the

short BC period

– In such cases, we have to introduce the

concept of “pipelined” readout (and also

pipelined LVL1 trigger processing)

• In experiments at high-luminosity

hadron colliders, the data rates after the

LVL1 trigger selection are still very high

– We have to introduce new ideas also for

the High-Level Triggers and DAQ

• e.g. event building based on data

networks rather than data buses

Machine BC period

Tevatron-II 132 ns

HERA 96 ns

LHC 25 ns
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Pipelined readout

• In pipelined readout systems, the

information from each bunch-

crossing, for each detector

element, is retained during the

latency of the LVL1 trigger

(several µs)

• The information retained may be in

several forms

– Analogue level (held on capacitor)

– Digital value (e.g. ADC result)

– Binary value (i.e. hit / no hit)

Signal

BC clock

Logical

pipeline

(FIFO)

Conversion

Buffer

Trigger

acceptTrigger

reject
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Pipelined readout (e.g. LHC)

(Digitizer)

Register

.

.

Register

1. BC clock

(every 25 ns)

2. Signals (every 25 ns)

3. Trigger y/n

(every 25 ns)

Register

.

Register
PIPELINE

DERANDOMIZER

Readout

Latency of LVL1

trigger matches length

of the pipeline

Small dead-time here

(few BC to avoid overlap

of readout frames)

Introduce dead-time

here to avoid overflow

of derandomizers

(1)

(2)
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Example: ATLAS
Dead-time (1):

Depends on readout frame size

75 kHz LVL1 rate

4 BC dead = 100 ns

Dead-time =

7.5!104 ! 10-7 = 0.75%

(Digitizer)

Register

.

.

Register Register

.

Register

Readout

Dead-time (2):

Depends on size of 

derandomizer and speed

with which it is emptied

Require dead-time 

< 1% @ 75 kHz

(< 6% @ 100 kHz)

N
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LHC model (e.g. CMS)

(Digitizer)

Register
BC clock

(every 25 ns)

Signals (every 25 ns)

Readout

Unit
LVL1

(fixed latency)

Data

Network

LVL2/3

(Digitizer)

Pipeline
FED

Derandomizers

Multiplex
Large

Buffer

No access

Radiation environment

Etc.
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Digitisation options

(Digitizer)

Register
BC clock

(every 25 ns)

Signals (every 25 ns)

(Digitizer)

Pipeline
FED

e.g. CMS calorimeter

e.g. ATLAS EM calorimeter

e.g. CMS tracker
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Pipelined LVL1 trigger

• The LVL1 trigger has to deliver a new decision every BC, but

the trigger latency is much longer than the BC period

– The LVL1 trigger must concurrently process many events

– This can be achieved by “pipelining” the processing in custom trigger

processors built using modern digital electronics

• Break processing down into a series of steps, each of which can be

performed within a single BC period

• Many operations can be performed in parallel by having separate processing

logic for each one

– Note that the latency of the trigger is fixed

• Determined by the number of steps in the calculation plus the time taken to

move signals and data to and from the components of the trigger system
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A B

C

EM Calorimeter

(~3500 trigger towers)

Add

Latch

Compare

Latch

Add

Latch

Compare

Latch

OR

Latch

Threshold BC = n

BC = n-1

BC = n-2

A B A CEnergy

values

Output

(In reality, do more

than one operation 

per BC)

Pipelined LVL1 trigger

Output = (A+B)>T OR (A+C)>T
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LVL1 data flow

Many input data

1-bit output

(YES or NO)

Energies in calorimeter towers

(e.g. ~7000 trigger towers in ATLAS)

Pattern of hits in muon detectors

(e.g. O(106) channels in ATLAS)

(Data for monitoring) (Information to guide

next selection level)

Fan-out

(e.g. each tower participates in many calculations)

Tree
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High-Level Triggers and DAQ at LHC

• In the LHC experiments, data are

transferred to large buffer memories

after a LVL1 accept

– In normal operation, the subsequent

stages should not introduce further

dead-time

• The data rates at the HLT/DAQ input

are still massive

– ~1 MByte event size (after data

compression) @ ~100 kHz event rate

" ~ 100 GByte/s data rate

        (i.e ~800 Gbit/s)

• This is far beyond the capacity of the

bus-based event building of LEP

– Use network-based event building to

avoid bandwidth bottlenecks

Data are stored in Readout Systems until

they have been transferred to the Filter

Systems (associated with HLT processing),

or until the event is rejected

No node in the system sees the full data rate

— each Readout System covers only a part

of the detector — each Filter System deals

with only a fraction of the events

e.g. CMS
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HLT and DAQ: Concepts

• The massive data rate after LVL1 poses problems even for

network-based event building — different solutions have been

adopted to address this, for example:

– In CMS, the event building is factorized into a number of slices each of

which sees only a fraction of the rate

• Requires large total network bandwidth (" cost), but avoids the need for a

very large single network switch

– In ATLAS, the Region-of-Interest (RoI) mechanism is used to access the

data selectively – only move data needed for LVL2 processing

• Reduces by a substantial factor the amount of data that needs to be moved

from the Readout Systems to the Processors

• Implies relatively complicated mechanisms to serve the data selectively to

the LVL2 trigger processors " more complex software
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CMS: The Slicing concept

Eight slices:

Each slice sees

only 1/8th of 

the events

Additional advantage: 

Don’t have to implement all 

slices initially (funding limitations)
CMS DAQ/HLT Trigger TDR

CERN-LHCC-2002-26
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ATLAS: The Region-of-Interest and

sequential-selection concepts

• Muon identification

– LVL1 identifies RoIs

– Validate in muon spectrometer

• Reject?

– Validate in inner tracker

• Reject?

– Isolation in calorimeter

• Reject?

• Two concepts are used to avoid moving

all the data from the Readout Systems

– The Region-of-Interest (RoI) concept

• LVL1 indicates the geographical

location of candidate objects

– E.g. two muon candidates

• LVL2 only accesses data from RoIs

– Small fraction of total data

– The sequential-selection concept

• Data are accessed by LVL2 initially

only from a subset of detectors (e.g.

muon spectrometer only)

• Many events rejected without

accessing the other detectors

– Further reduction in total data

transfer

Dimuon

event in

ATLAS
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HLT/DAQ at LHC: Implementation
• There are many commonalities in the way the different

experiments have implemented their HLT/DAQ systems

– The computer industry provides the technologies that have been used to

build much of the HLT/DAQ systems at LHC

• Computer networks & switches: high performance at affordable cost

• PCs: exceptional value for money in processing power

• High-speed network interfaces: standard items (e.g. Ethernet at 1 Gbit/s)

– Some custom hardware is needed in the parts of the system that see the

full LVL1 output event rate (O(100) kHz in ATLAS/CMS)

• Readout Systems that receive the detector data following a positive LVL1

decision

• In ATLAS, the interface to the LVL1 trigger that receives RoI information

• Of course, this is in addition to the specialized front-end electronics of the

detector
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